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The enterprise Plettac (since 1997 to 
2003 called МВМ-Arnholdt) provides 
services for projects designing, 
rental, assembling and sell of 
scaffolding systems of plettac-assco 
and hoists.

Plettac - modern, focused on 
customer’s needs company 
Plettac provides service  for 

scaffolding assembling, rental 
and  sell of plettac-assco 

scaffolding and hoists

More than 20 years 
we cooperate successful 
with Ukrainian as well as 

foreign building-, service-, and 
restoration companies

High level service:
from the first sight - to the project implementation

High quality service, which will be 
granted by Plettac, includes not only 
on-time providing with scaffolding 
and hoists rent exactly also desining, 
assembly and delivery but first of all 
the quality and safety works in the 
compliance with the requirements of 
DIN EN ISO 9001 standard and other 
norms for safety and environment 
protection.



The chemical industry submits 
special requirements to scaffolds 
erection.

Starting from the installation the 
scaffolding on the drilling platforms 
and for piping bridges to the full 
completting of the oil-refining plants. 
This range of activity coresponds 
the possibilities of plettac. 
High qualification of our employees  
contributes to this.

Plettac - quality, experience 
and reability in  

contractual relations

The availability of professionals 
and long-term experience 

allows us to provide 
high quality service of 

assembling, rental and sell of 
scaffolding and hoists

The  presence of enough quantity 
the scaffolding allows us to execute 
a service of the objects regardless of 
complexity and works amount.

The plettac assco scaffolding 
conform to all valid requirements for 
running on objects with increased 
environmental impacts, providing 
necessary security level.

The high scaffolding technological effectiveness ensures safety: 
use the scaffolding in the chemical industry



The maintenance the industrial 
objects needs an erection of difficult 
designs. We propose safe, simple in 
servicing plettac-assco scaffolding 
for such tasks.
The service provision in the industrial 
sphere provides for the presence of 
trained specialists and equipment.

There are high quality requirements 
and quantity of scaffolding elements 
during the construction such objects 
as power plants or their units.

There are not difficulties during the 
construction special or non-standard 
scaffolding designs for Plettac. We 
erect our scaffolding designs of any 
dimension, regardless of a height 
and  level of complexity.

The construction and stop of units 
the power plants for inspection 
or verification demand special 
reinforced structures of scaffolding 
systems. It is necessary to have hund-
reds of thousand square meters the 
scaffolding at the warehouse for this.

The amounts of scaffolding systems  
at the Plettac warehouses allow to 
satisfy any requirements.

Today Plettac is the leader 
among Ukrainian companies 
which propose their service 

for scaffolding erection 
and hoists installation

The high scaffolding technological effectiveness ensures safety: 
the scaffolding systems in the power industry



ІIndividual solutions for scaffolding 
erection on the buildings facades, 
and also on churches and cathedrals 
are diverse like these constructions.

The experienced and qualified 
engineers and erection teams work 
at Plettac for such tasks solving with 
minimum expenses of human and 
material resources.

Regardless of construction’s 
complexity, its dimentions and height, 
its position above the area, our fitters 
will erect You constructions which 
would provide to You favourable and 
the most safe conditions for works 
implementation.

The possibility to provide for a 
Customer the hoists and scaffolding 
at the same time allows to increase 
a labor productivity.

The Plettac experience 
accounts more than 

3 520 000 square meters 
the facades of residential 

and administration buildings, 
cathedrals, churches and 

constructions of industrial 
objects as well

Facades and high-rise buildings: 
high security level at a height



Sufficient work experience of Plettac 
fitters allows to erect suspension 
constructions (from top to underside) 
providing installation of working 
platforms on any height of building.

Facades and high-rise buildings: 
high security level at a height

Comfortable conditions of work on 
the scaffolding are providing due to 
using hard film and net which save a 
warm air which is warming up with 
heaters.
The canvas protects fitters against 
the wind and fallouts. The film is 
designed for an extended period of 
operation.

Complexibility of works implementation at a high demands a careful 
preparation on the ground. Additional, measures being taken regarding 
security, comfort work with scaffolding and also measures to protect 
environmental.
Plettac assco scaffolding systems allow to erect individual constructions in 
such way that a work is executed continuously and confidently regardless a 
height and a season.



The variety of solving tasks, 
rapid development of scaffolding 

system technical possibilities 
issues high requirements for 

professional schooling of both 
engineers and fitters

Professional schooling 
for each Plettac employee

Due the permanent schooling and 
upgrading trainings it is possible to 
achive the high level of productive 
standard. Therefore, qualification of 
our certified specialists allows Plettac 
to execute erection as of standard 
as well as individual scaffolding 
constructions in accordance with 
the requirements of the Customer 
providing minimum expenses.

Our logistic department provides 
effective storing and timely delivery 
of equipment to the objects in both 
territory of Ukraine and abroad.

Our specialists pay special attention to 
questions of constructions designing 
and planning of assembling and 
dismantling implementation. Exactly 
the rational designing of scaffolding 
constructions and correct logistic 
provide our customers with economy 
of material resourses and time.
Considerable role in the successes 
achivement in this way plays enor-
mous experience, which has being 
accumulated by our specialists more 
than 20 years.



1 9 9 7 - 2 0 1 8

scaffolding  3 520 000  square meters
of assembly

www.plettac.ua   •    Tel./Fax: +38 (044) 400 9697, 400 9698, 400 9699 

Company Plettac also proposes:

• Building hoists and working platforms (rental, assembling, sell and service)
• Fence and automatic gates (sell, assembling and service)
• Facade suspended devices on the roof (sell, assembling and service)

Thank you for the confidence • We are constantly working to improve the quality of our service

Our partners:
plettac assco - sell of plettac assco scaffolding systems
tent plettac    - rental, assembling and sell of tents: industrial, storage, hangars.


